Networks-on-chip (NoC) router microarchitectures in mesh standard architectures and a mesh planar architecture with a dual-vertical-line are presented in this paper. Both NoC microarchitectures support a deadlock-free static and efficient adaptive tree-based multicast routing method. Multicast packets are routed and scheduled in the NoC by using a flexible multiplexing technique with wormhole switching. The flexibility of the proposed multicast routing method is based on a locally organized packet identity (ID-tag) attached to every flit. This concept allows different packets to be interleaved at flit-level in a single buffer pool on the same link. Furthermore, a pheromone tracking strategy is proposed in this paper in order to reduce communication energy in the adaptive tree-based multicast routing method. The strategy is used to perform efficient spanning trees for the adaptive tree-based multicast routing that are made at runtime during application execution time.
They also require special attentions in the network communication protocol layers. A processing element in a multiprocessor system can inject a multicast message into a network by sending separate copies of the message from the source to every destination node. However, this unicast-based multicast delivery is energy-and time-consuming [1] .
In large-scale off-chip multiprocessor systems, collective communication services such as the multicast communication service have been a fundamental service for some data parallel computer languages. In a distributed shared-memory parallel programing model, the multicast data communication service has been used to efficiently support shared-data invalidation and updating in numerous parallel algorithms, e.g. parallel search and parallel graph algorithms. In a single-program multiple-data (SPMD) and in a data parallel programming model, a variety of process control operations and global data movement such as reduction, replication, permutation, segmented scan and barrier synchronization [2] benefit from the multicast service.
In on-chip multiprocessor or multicores systems era, the parallel computing problems can potentially be solved by those parallel programming models. Therefore, the multicast communication service, which should be implemented in upper protocol layers (software level) and bottom protocol layers (hardware level), will also be an important issue in a NoC-based multiprocessor context. In the upper layers, the multicast service is implemented as Application Programming Interface (API) routines that can be used by users to develop parallel computing programs.
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Postulate 2. If two header flits (H j (I) and H k (I)) having the same ID-tag I (hence, belonging to the same multicast message) are routed from the same input port n in a router node (x, y) at two consecutive times t Hj and t Hk where t Hj < t Hk (which means that H j is routed firstly before H k ), then an inefficient runtime spanning tree configuration can happen when H k that will be routed to destination node (x k , y k ), where |x offs,k | = |x k À x| > 0 and |y offs,k | = |y k À y| > 0, does not select an output port in which has been also selected previously by H j having destination node (x j , y j ), where ðx j À x ¼ x offs;j ¼ x offs;k and y j À y ¼ y offs;j ¼ y offs;k Þ or (x offs,j = 0 and y offs,j = y offs,k ) or ðx offs;j ¼ x offs;k and y offs;j ¼ 0Þ.
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The publisher would like to apologise for any inconvenience caused. More information about multicast routing issues can be found in [4] . This paper will discuss the issue about a router hardware architecture supporting an efficient tree-based adaptive multicast routing method for NoCs that is implemented in bottom communication network protocol layers, i.e. in network, data link and physical layers according to Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model [5] .
Related works and motivations
The main issue in the tree-based multicast routing is the multicast dependency problem (see Fig. 1 ) that may lead to a multicast deadlock configuration (see Duato' s Book [4] ). The deadlock problem occurs especially when packets switched with wormhole packets or virtual cut-through switching are not short enough, there is no enough buffer spaces to store the contenting wormhole packet, and/or arbitration rules are not organized well to handle the multicast contention. In node (2, 2) as presented in the figure, packet A blocks the flow of two branches of packet B (to west and east), while in node (2, 1), packet B blocks the flow of two branches of packet A (to west and to east). Due to the ''wait and hold'' situation in both network switch nodes, message A and B cannot move further.
In term of routing algorithm, multicast messages can be routed in the network by using tree-based multicast routing. In the treebased multicast routing, the header ordering in source nodes is not required (the order of the destination addresses can be freely determined). The multicast routing will form communication paths like branches of trees connecting the source node with the destination nodes at the end points of the tree branches. The work in [8] [9] [10] have presented the concept and methodology to route multicast messages by using the tree-based method that has been utilized in general internetworking context. The work in [11] has presented a new theory for deadlock free tree-based multicast routing for networks-on-chip area. The theory is developed based on a dynamic local ID-tag routing organization and the concept of a hold-release tagging mechanism.
Alternatively, multicast message can also be routed by using a path-based multicast routing method. By using the path-based multicast routing method, a multiple target ordering is required before the multicast packets are sent to the network. The pathbased multicast routing requires a fully implementation of adaptive routing algorithm allowing all turns in the mesh-based network topology. Therefore, virtual channels are usually needed to make a deadlock free multicast routing function. Virtual channels in the context of on-chip interconnection network will consume not only larger logic gate area but also larger power dissipation.
The works in [2, 3, 6, 7] have presented the path-based multicast routing for mesh-based network topology.
In network-on-chip (NoC) research area, some multicast NoCs have been introduced. Most of them use the tree-based multicast routing method [18, 19, 21, 23] , and path-based multicast routing method [20, 22, 24, 25] . The virtual circuit tree multicast (VCTM) NoC [18] for example has presented a NoC that uses virtual circuit tree number to configure routing paths. However, compared to our NoC that uses runtime dynamic local ID configuration, the VCTM NoC uses static method, where virtual circuit tables are statically partitioned among nodes.
A few NoCs proposed also specific multicast routing methodologies such as a closed-loop path routing method [13] and regionbased routing method [24] . The recursive partitioning multicast (RPM) NoC [19] as another example has used also a recursive hop-by-hop network partitioning method to multicast packets at each intermediate node. The packets in the RPM NoC make replication at certain node to multicast packets. The replicated packets will update the destination list attached on their header flit and make a new network partitioning recursively based on their current position. By using such scheme, the RPM method can increase the complexity of the routing computational logic. Table 1 presents several NoCs that propose the multicast routing service for packet routing. Most of the NoCs route the network packets by using wormhole switching method. The table compares some aspects regarding router implementation and their specific features. Some information cannot be provided in the table, because the data are not available from the considered papers in the literature. As shown in the table, compared to the other NoCs, our NoC (XHiNoC) can be implemented with a very small size buffer (single buffer with only two data slots per input port). FIFO Buffer is a NoC component that can consume relatively large logic area compared to other NoC components. It can also consume large power dissipation due to intensive switching activities of data in the buffer.
In Multiprocessor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) and chip-level multiprocessor system (CMP) applications, multicast communication service will be an important issue. Recent works concerning NoCs with multicast communication are presented in [12, 13] . The work in [12] presents the problem of synthesizing custom NoC architectures that are optimized for a given application. The multicast method considers both unicast and multicast traffic flow in the input specification. The work proposes a static solution for deadlock-free multicast routing that is fixed to specific NoC applications, i.e. the applications must be known before chip fabrication. The work in [13] proposes a TDM-based virtual circuit configuration (TDM-VCC) where a pre-processing algorithm for time slot allocations is made before injecting multicast messages into the NoC.
In most embedded system applications, where most of the NoC platforms are likely to be used, the inter-core communication patterns are known. Therefore, a pre-processing static routing for congestion avoiding techniques can be used [14, 12] , resulting in a much simpler router (pre-manufacture routing technique). Runtime dynamic adaptive routing methods [27, 15, 16] are however an interesting approach in the NoC-based multicore embedded systems, where applications may not be known in advance. Indeed, some embedded IC vendors in multicore era could potentially not only market IP cores but also system architectures [17] , where many applications can be mapped onto the system architectures product (IP + NoC cores). Therefore, the implementation of the runtime dynamic adaptive tree-based multicast routing will simplify an embedded system design flow because the routing information configuration is not needed anymore on the post-manufacture (onchip) router. In this context however, the runtime techniques will need extra area cost and complexity. 
Contribution
The work in [26] has presented a NoC architecture called XHiNoC (eXtendable Hierarchical Network-on-Chip) which proposes a novel wormhole cut-through switching concept based on a local identity-based (ID-based) routing organization in which the IDtag of each packet is updated on each communication channel. The work in [27, 1] has exhibited also a novel multicast routing concepts for NoCs based on the aforementioned local identity oriented routing organization. In the XHiNoC architecture, the ID-tag appears on each flit of streaming packets. Flits belonging to the same streaming packet will have the same local ID-tag on each communication channel. By using such concept, the multicast communications can be made dynamically and a pre-processing algorithm is not required before injecting multicast messages.
Compared to our previous work, the main contribution of the paper is described as follows. The work in [1] has not covered the problem of the inefficient runtime spanning tree configuration that can affect the overall throughput of the performed multicast trees. Because of the uncovered issue, in any circumstance, the adaptive routing cannot show better performance, because the data rate of the multicast tree depends on the slowest data rate between all spanning trees or branches of the multicast tree. Therefore, by using the local ID management concept, an efficient method for runtime multicast spanning tree configurations by using a minimal adaptive routing algorithms based on a pheromone tracking strategy is proposed in this paper. Minimizing the number of spanning trees (total multicast communication traffic) will not only reduce the communication energy but also decrease the probability of forming spanning trees having slower data rates.
Moreover, the work in [1] has presented that the adaptivity of the multicast-tree in the West direction by using the West-First routing algorithm for instance is limited by the South-West and North-West prohibited turns, where multicast adaptive tree-based routing cannot be made if the destination addresses are located in the South-West and North-West quadrant area. These prohibited turns must be implemented in the routing algorithms to avoid deadlock configuration. To cover such problem, a NoC under 2D mesh planar architecture is also presented in this paper where the NoC is divided into two sub-networks in order to increase the degree of adaptivity of the routing functionality. A planar adaptive routing algorithm has been firstly introduced in [28] , in which virtual channels (VCs) are introduced to support adaptive routing and to couple the sub networks. The main difference with our approach is that, instead of using VCs, we replace them with a double physical communication link to increase the link and switch bandwidth capacity.
Proposal for efficient multicast routing
The tree-based multicast routing algorithm implemented in our XHiNoC architecture is deadlock-free. The multicast NoC router architecture is designed and implemented based on the novel theory for deadlock-free multicast routing presented in our previous work [11] .
Multicast packet format
The packet format used in our NoC is presented in Fig. 2 . A multicast packet consists of N hf number of header flits, which is equal to the N dest number of multicast destinations, payload flits and a tail flit. The additional flit flow control field for each flit consists 3-bit flit type plus 4-bit packet ID (Identity). Therefore, each flit of the packet has 39-bit width, i.e. 32-bit data word plus 7-bit control field. The type can be header, data body, and the end of databody (last/tail flit) as shown in the Fig. 2 . Flits belonging to the same is not divided into several packets. Therefore, when N pf number of payload flits that will be sent to N dest number of destination nodes, the size of the multicast message will be N hf + N pf + 1tail flit.
Routing and multicasting procedure
Routing engine (RE) units in our NoC consist of combination of a Routing State Machine (RSM) unit and a Routing Reservation Table  ( RRT) unit. The combination is aimed at supporting a runtime link interconnect configuration. the routing function of RSM unit f RSM (A dest ) will compute a routing direction r dir . So, the r dir is calculated logically based on destination address A dest attached in the header flit and current address of the router, and write the routing direction in the slot number k = I of the RRT unit. In the next time periods, when the RE units identify payload flits with the same ID-tag number (ID-tag number I) with the previously forwarded header flit, then their routing direction will be taken up directly from the slot number k = I in the RRT unit. There are three main steps to send a multicast message into multiple destinations of processing elements. The first step is to forward all header flits for the multicast tree routing setup and ID-slot reservation. The second step is to broadcast the payload flits to follow the path set up previously by the header flits. The last step is to set free the reserved local ID-slot by the tail flit. The detail procedure can be found in [1] and is formally described in Algorithm 1.
Definition 4.4.
A runtime tree-based multicast routing configuration of a message that will be sent to N dest number of multicast destination is established by sending N hf number of header flits, where N dest = N hf and the multicast header flits H j (I), j 2 {1, 2, . . . , N hf } can be ordered arbitrary, where I is the ID-tag of the headers at a certain (input) link n. Thus, we can further define that F n (header, I) = H j (I).
Inefficient spanning tree problem
An efficient adaptive multicast routing is required to optimize communication energy. Fig. 3 shows an example of an inefficient adaptive routing. A tree-based multicast message coming from the WEST input port of the router R1 forms two branches in different routing direction i.e., a branch to NORTH (branch A) and a branch to EAST (branch B) direction. We can assume that the branches A and B are made by header flit 1 and header flit 2, respectively, in which both header flits belong to the same multicast message. The header flits will be routed to multicast destinations (x t1 , y t1 ) and (x t2 , y t2 ), respectively, by using a minimal adaptive routing algorithm. Postulate 1. In a regular 2D mesh network, if a header flit H j (I) in a current mesh node (x, y) will be routed to a destination node (x j , y j ) by using a minimal adaptive routing algorithm, then there will be at most two alternative output port directions. When jx offs,j j = jx j À xj > 0 and jy offs,j j = jy j À yj > 0, then there will be two alternative output directions, i.e. m 1 and m 2 , where if m 1 is an output direction that can reduce jx offs,j j, then m 2 is an output direction that can reduce jy offs,j j, or vice versa.
In the router R3, the multicast message is routed from SOUTH to EAST (branch A). While in the router R2, the multicast message is routed from WEST to NORTH (branch B). Hence, these two branches are then routed to the same router (router R4). In this case, the multicast tree branches (spanning trees) are inefficient in term of communication energy. The communication energy can be reduced if the router R1 performs only the multicast tree branch A or branch B.
Postulate 2. If two header flits (H j (I) and H k (I)) having the same ID-tag I (hence, belonging to the same multicast message) are routed from the same input port n in a router node (x, y) at two consecutive times t H j and t H k where t H j < t H k (which means that H j is routed firstly before H k ), then an inefficient runtime spanning tree configuration can happen when H k that will be routed to destination node (x k , y k ), where jx offs,k j = jx k À xj > 0 and jy offs,k j = jy k À yj > 0 does not select an output port m which has been also selected previously by H j having destination node (x j , y j ), where hx j À x = x offs,j = x offs,k and y j À y = y offs,j = y offs,k i or hx offs,j = 0 and y offs,j = y offs,k i or hx offs,j = x offs,k and y offs,j = 0i. Fig. 4a and b shows a tree-branch crossover problem, in which the inefficient spanning trees advance through different outgoing ports. If we assume that the current address of router R4 is (x curr , y curr ) and the target nodes of the tree branches A and B are (x t1 , y t1 ) and (x t2 , y t2 ) such that x offset1 = x t1 À x curr > 0 and y offset1 = y t1 À y curr > 0 as well as x offset2 = x t2 À x curr > 0 and y offset 2 = y t2 À y curr > 0, then in any circumstance, the inefficient spanning trees might happen again in the next intermediate nodes. Fig. 4c and d illustrates a tree-branch interference problem, in which the inefficient spanning trees interfere into the same outgoing port. This situation will lead to inefficient multicast communication time (increase of communication latency and data workloads) because of the self-contention problem. Two multicast messages will be forwarded from different input ports to the same output port but with regard to contents, the message is similar (double workloading).
Solution: efficient adaptive routing selection with pheromone tracking strategy
The problems presented in Figs. 3 and 4 are not only inefficient in term of communication energy, because the inefficient traffic will overburden the NoC, but also in term of communication latency, because the inefficient traffic can degrade the data rate of the multicast traffic. The problems reduce the NoC performance while increases power consumption.
We solve the aforementioned problem not by designing a specific multicast path optimization algorithm that should be run at compile time or before injecting multicast messages (pre-processing algorithm). The path optimization algorithms such as optimal spanning tree algorithm are suitable for source routing approach, where routing paths for the overall paths of a multicast message from source to destination node are made at source node before the message is injected to the network. In our NoC, the routing algorithm used to route unicast and multicast messages is the same, and the routing functions are made at runtime during application execution time and locally executed hop-by-hop on every port of each router. Thus, we do not implement the pre-processing of the path optimization algorithm for initiation-time-efficiency purpose. Return Routing = port m 2 7: else if Routing for the same Multicast Packet has not been made to port m 1 and port m 2 , or has been made both to port m 1 and port m 2 then 8:
if UsedID(port m 1 ) < UsedID(port m 2 ) 9:
Return Routing = port m 1 10:
Return Routing = port m 2 12:
end
In order to avoid such problem, each time a routing engine has two alternative output ports to make a routing decision, then a new adaptive output selection strategy between two alternative output ports is proposed. The simple abstract view of the adaptive selection strategy is presented in the Algorithm 2. The basic concept of the proposed algorithm is the identification of the track records (pheromone trails) of other previously-routed header flits that belong to the same multicast message. This concept is designed in order to avoid the inefficient spanning trees (routing branches) of the multicast tree. The hardware implementation of the efficient adaptive routing selection function with pheromone tracking strategy will not result in a more complex operation in our current microarchitecture. The design complexity can be reduced naturally by using the advantageous feature of our dynamic runtime table-based routing management and control. In order to make an efficient operation, the logical view of the multicast adaptive routing selection strategy is proposed in Algorithm 3. The operation of the Algorithm 3 (logical view of the efficient adaptive multicast routing algorithm) in accordance with Definition 4.5 (pheromone trail checking strategy) will be explained in the following example. Let us assume that a multicast header having ID-tag k = 3 can be alternatively routed to output port m 1 and m 2 , where the number of used (already reserved) ID-tags at the output ports is UsedID(m 1 ) = 0101(5) and UsedID(m 2 ) = 0010(2), respectively. Let us also assume that a previously routed header, which is belong to the same multicast group with the current header (also with ID-tag k = 3), has been routed to port m For clearer explanation, Fig. 5 illustrates how a packet header will track a pheromone made by other header flit that belong to the same packet, in order to form an efficient spanning tree. As shown in the figure, Header 1 of packet A has arrived router node (2, 4). The path made by Header 1 is shown in the figure. At the same time, Header 2 of packet A is now at router node (2, 2), which has destination at router node (3, 3). Hence, header 2 can select either output port East or North 1 to configure one of two alternative spanning trees as depicted in the figure. The number of used ID at output port North 1 is 1 or probably more than 1 when any other packets have also reserved IDs. Although the number of used ID at outport East is 0 or less than the number of used ID at output port North 1, Header 2 will finally select the North 1 port to configure the alternative spanning tree 1, because Header 2 has detected a pheromone trail made by Header 1 which has been routed previously at the router node (2, 2). between nodes (2,2) and (3, 2) and between nodes (3,2) and (3,3), through alternative tree 2), in such a way that, the communication energy of the multicast communication performed by the packet A will be more efficient.
It seems that the pheromone trail tracking can be simply and logically implemented by detecting the bit-value of the routing slot T(k, m). This detected bit is used as the most-significant bit in the concatenation logic operation with the UsedID bit-signal, i.e. T(k, m) & UsedID(m). In general, the router will route a header flit into an output port having more free ID-tags. However, the pheromone trail, which is represented by the routing slot T(k, m), has higher priority over the number of already reserved ID slots. This pheromone trail checking is used to avoid inefficient multicast spanning tree as presented visually in Fig. 3 .
This section has presented four algorithms that are used to route packets in the NoC. Algorithm 1 is an ID-based routing algorithm that is generally used in our router. Algorithm 4 presents a planar adaptive routing algorithm that routes packets in the 2D planar NoC that has two sub networks with dual physical channel in the south and north direction. The most important contributing algorithms are Algorithms 2 and 3. The algorithms are used to solve the problem of the inefficient adaptive tree-based multicast. The algorithm can also be simply derived and implemented based on the physical state of the router microarchitecture. If the x-distance between source and target nodes (x offs = x target À x source ) is zero or positive, then packets will be routed through the physical channels of the X+ subnetwork. If x offs is zero or negative, then the packets will be routed through the physical channels of the XÀ subnetwork. We can assume that the ports connected with vertical links of X+ and XÀ subnetworks are denoted by (North1, South1) and (North2, South2) ports, respectively. Hence, the packets routed through the X+ subnetwork will have adaptivity to make West-North1, West-South1, North1-East and South1-East turns as well as West-East, North1-South1 and South1-North1 straightforward (non-turn) routing direction. While the packets routed through the XÀ subnetwork will have adaptivity to make East-North2, East-South2, North2-West and South2-West turns as well as East-West, North2-South2 and South2-North2 straightforward routing directions.
On-chip router microarchitecture

2D mesh planar topology
The planar adaptive routing on a mesh topology is firstly introduced in [28] and deadlock-free. Instead of using virtual channels to implement the interconnects between NORTH and SOUTH port as made in [28] , we prefer to implement two physical channels to separate the NORTH-SOUTH link interconnects for X+ and XÀ subnetworks. The objectives of this approach are to maintain the router performance and to increase the network bandwidth capacity. If the virtual channels are implemented between the NORTH and SOUTH ports, then we need to add two virtual queues at both incoming and outgoing ports. Rather than using such virtual queues, which can degrade router performance characteristic or increase data transfer latency, we substitute them by adding two additional ports (NORTH2 and SOUTH2 ports) in the existing mesh router.
In a typical 5-port mesh switch, a 2D N Â M mesh network will have N Â (M À 1) + M Â (N À 1) full-duplex directional communication links. By using 2D planar-based mesh router, the N Â M mesh network will provide more communication resources, i.e. 2N Â (M À 1) + M Â (N À 1) full-duplex directional links.
Static and 2D planar adaptive routing algorithms
In this paper, we will evaluate our proposed mesh topologies by using four mesh prototypes with different routing algorithms. The first prototype ('plnr' prototype) uses a 2D multicast planar adaptive routing algorithm that is presented in Algorithm 4 and is implemented based on the mesh planar-based topology. The routing adaptivity is made based on the number of used ID slots (or the number of free ID slots) on each possible two alternative routing direction and the record of the routing path made by other headers of the same message, which is later explained in Section 4.4 and presented in Algorithm 2. The routing algorithm is divided into two subrouting codes for X+ and XÀ subnetwork in the 2D mesh planar topology.
The second prototype ('xy' prototype) uses a static XY routing algorithm in the standard mesh topology, where messages are routed firstly to horizontal X-direction and then to vertical Y-direction. Hence, turns from North to East and North to West as well as South to East and South to West are prohibited in the static XY routing algorithm. The remaining two prototypes ('wf-v1' and 'wf-v2' prototypes) use the minimal West-First routing algorithms. In the West-First routing algorithm, packets will always be firstly routed to West direction, when its destination nodes are located in western area relative from its source node or current position. When its destination nodes are located in eastern area of its source node or current position, then the packet can be routed adaptively to East, North or South directions [4] .
Generic modules and modular-based design
The XHiNoC router microarchitecture is developed based on modular units and is grouped into incoming block and outgoing block components as presented in Fig. 7 . Each module contains generic codes, which are strongly related to the number of input-output connectivities of each port. The components located at input ports are FIFO buffers and Routing Engine with Data Buffering (REB). The components located at output ports are an Arbiter (A) and a Crossbar Multiplexer with ID-Management Unit (MIM). The working mechanism of the Arbiter, REB and MIM units are explained in detail by our previous works [27, 1] . Fig. 8 shows the components in an incoming port of the XHiNoC router. In the REB module, there are a Grant-Multicasting Controller (GMC), a Routing Engine (RE), a Route Buffer and a Read-Logic Unit (RLU). The GMC is a combinatorial logic and is used to control the acceptance of the multicast routing acknowledge (grant) signals from output ports. The RLU is also a combinatorial logic and is used to control the read-operation of a flit from the FIFO buffer into the Route Buffer. When a routing direction for a flit is being made by the RE unit, then the flit will be concurrently buffered in the Route Buffer. This concurrent step is proposed to reduce the number of internal pipeline stages in the XHiNoC router, and it can improve the router performance accordingly. The RE unit consists of the Routing State Machine (RSM) and the Routing Reservation Table (RRT) that consists of H number of preservable routing slots. The design of the XHiNoC routers can be fully customized on demand. Each VHDL entity contains generic codes, which enable us to derive a new VHDL module with different behavioral architecture and the number of input/output pins according to the specification. The custom-generic modular-based design approach enables us to develop easily irregular NoC topologies.
Before running a real experiment, the different routing paths that will be performed by the aforementioned tree-based multicast routing methods (except for the wf-v1 multicast method) is shown in Fig. 9 . A multicast message is injected from node (2, 2) to 10 multicast destinations. The 'xy' multicast router performs 24 traffic in the NoC. While the 'plnr' and 'wf-v2' multicast routers perform only 19 and 21 traffic in the NoC respectively. The traffic metric is defined as the number communication links used by a multicast packet to travel from a source node to destination nodes. It means that the planar adaptive multicast router can potentially reduces the communication energy of the multicast data transmission. The following experiment will show us the result of a more complex data distribution scenario.
Experimental results
In the experimental results presented in this section, four XHiNoC multicast router prototypes with different multicast routing algorithms are compared. The first prototypes is the multicast router with planar adaptive routing algorithm in the mesh planar NoC architecture, which is presented with 'plnr' acronym in the figures. The second prototypes uses XY static multicast routing algorithm in the mesh standard architecture ('xy'). The third and fourth prototypes are the multicast routers in the standard mesh architecture with adaptive West-First (WF) routing algorithm ('wf-v1' and 'wfv2'). The adaptive WF multicast router version 1 ('wf-v1') is the multicast router without the implementation of the adaptive selection strategy to avoid inefficient spanning tree (branches of the multicast tree) as presented in [1] . Thus, the multicast trees are formed freely without considering the track records of the other previously-routed header flits belonging to the same multicast group. The adaptive WF multicast router version 2 ('wf-v1') implements the adaptive selection strategy presented in the Algorithm 2 to avoid such inefficient spanning tree problem.
The experiment is setup by using a multicast random data distribution (traffic) scenario to verify the theorem and methodology of the proposed deadlock-free multicast routing. Fig. 10 shows the distribution of the source-destination unicast-multicast communication partners in the 2D 8 Â 8 mesh architecture (64 network nodes). The numerical symbol in the bottom and the left sides of the mesh network represent the 2D node x-address and y-address. In the figure, it looks like 9 multicast communication partners (M6, M8) and 4 unicast communication pairs (U) are presented. Three of 9 multicast communication sources have 8 multicast destinations (M8), while the remaining six multicast sources have 6 multicast targets (M6).
Every NoC node in Fig. 10 is depicted with a square block together with the numerical symbols. A numerical symbol in the small square block at the top-left side of a NoC router node represents the node number of the node. The numerical symbol at the top-right side in the NoC router node represents the communication partner of the node, from which the NoC router node will receive a message. For example, the network node at node address (2, 1) (2D node address, 2 is the x-horizontal address and 1 is the 1)  r(1,N) . x−Address Fig. 9 . The traffic formations by using static tree-based, minimal adaptive west-first and minimal planar adaptive multicast routing methods.
y-vertical address) has node number 11. At the top-right side in the mesh node 11, we see the numerical value 31. It means that the mesh node number 11 located in the node address (2, 1) will receive packet from mesh node 31 located in the node address (6, 3) . The boldface symbols (U, M6 and M8) at the bottom-left of the white-colored box represent that the network node will send a unicast message (U) or a multicast message with a number of 6 target nodes (M6) or 8 target nodes (M8). For example, the mesh node address (7, 1) (mesh node number 16) is symbolized with (M8). It means that this mesh node will send a multicast message into 8 destination nodes. We can find the target nodes of the multicast message sent from the mesh node number 16 by looking for mesh nodes having numerical symbol 16 at the right-side in each mesh node. In order to find easily the partners of each unicast and multicast communications, Table 2 presents the unicast and multicast communication partners/groups of the source-destination distribution presented in Fig. 10 .
Performance measurements
The measurements of the average bandwidth and tail flit acceptance latency with various expected data injection rates are presented in Fig. 11 . The measurements are made for five different expected data injection rates, i.e. 0.1, 0.125, 0.2, 0.25 and 0.5 flits/cycle (fpc) where each source node injects a 5000-flit packet (equivalent with 4 Â 5000 = 20 kB data words). It seems that for all multicast routing algorithm, the average BW increases as the injection rate is increased. However, the average BW will tend to be saturated when the injection rate is set nearly to maximum injection rate (the maximum injection rate is 1 flit/cycle).
Based on measurements with 1 GHz data frequency, each link has a maximum bandwidth (BW) capacity of 2000 MB/s. The number of cycles required to transfer the 20 kB data words to a target node j is measured by counting the number of clock cycles to receive the tail flit of a packet (i.e. the 5000th or the last flit), which is defined as N j TC . Since there are 64 target nodes in the traffic scenario shown in Fig. 10 , then the average tail flit acceptance values plotted in Fig. 11b P 64 j¼1 B j . It seems that the tree-based multicast router with planar adaptive routing algorithm shows the best performance both in terms of the average bandwidth (Fig. 11a) and the average latency of the tail flits acceptance (Fig. 11b) for all expected data rates. If the expected data injection rates are very low (e.g. 0.1fpc), then the performance of the multicast routers will be the same. The performance of the planar adaptive multicast router will be significantly better compared to the other multicast routers when the data are expected to be transmitted with higher data rates. Table 3 shows the comparisons of the total performed communication traffic between the four tree-based multicast router prototypes. The number of the traffic represents the number of communication resources (communication links) used to route the unicast/multicast message from source to destination nodes. The metric of the traffic number is measured by counting the number of used/reserved ID slots at all routers output ports at peak performance. This performance metric (the number of traffic) can be a representation of the measurement unit for the communication energy of the evaluated multicast routers. This metric is also interesting for data comparison with other works in the future, because the metric is technology-independent.
Communication energy evaluation
As shown in Table 3 , it seems that the planar adaptive multicast router ('plnr') consumes less communication resources than the other multicast routers, i.e. about 230 communication links followed by the west-first adaptive multicast routing with the efficient spanning tree method ('wf-v2'), and then the static treebased multicast router that uses XY routing algorithm ('xy').
In order to see in detail the traffic configurations in the network, Fig. 12 shows the 2D view of the total ID slot reservations on every NoC router node. Fig. 12a presents the total reserved ID slots for the NoC router node 1 until node 32, while Fig. 12a presents the total ID slots reservation for the NoC router node 33 until node 64. As depicted in Fig. 12 , the west-first adaptive routing algorithm without the efficient spanning tree method ('wf-v1') reserves more IDslots than the other routing algorithms at several router nodes. The 3D views of the reserved ID slots distribution are shown in Fig. 13 . Each figure presents the comparison of the ID slots distribution between two tree-based multicast routing algorithms. The figures illustrate all the comparisons of the considered multicast routing algorithms. For examples, Fig. 13a exhibits the comparison between the tree-based planar adaptive multicast routing ('plnr') and the tree-based static multicast routing algorithm ('xy'), and Fig. 13f exhibits the comparison between the tree-based west-first adaptive multicast routing algorithm with ('wf-v2') and without ('wf-v1') selection strategy to avoid inefficient branches of treebased multicasting.
As shown in Fig. 13a, d and e, the ID slot reservation of the treebased multicast router by using static XY routing algorithm is almost uniform. This traffic distribution can be even predicted and can be estimated easily. In general, the tree-based multicast routers with adaptive routing algorithms tends to move the traffic into the center area in the NoC. This characteristic can be overviewed through the distributions of the ID slot reservation on each router in the NoC. However, the ID slot reservation patterns are strongly dependent on the patterns of the given traffic scenarios.
Synthesis results
The logic synthesis results of the four XHiNoC tree-based multicast router prototypes, i.e. the static XY tree-based multicast router (xy), the minimal adaptive West-First tree-based multicast router (wf-v1), the minimal adaptive West-First tree-based multicast router with efficient spanning tree solution (wf-v2) and the minimal 2D planar adaptive tree-based multicast router (plnr) are presented in Table 4 . The synthesis results are obtained by using 130-nm CMOS standard-cell library from Faraday Technology Corporation.
The VHDL models of the multicast routers are synthesized by setting the target working frequency to 1 GHz. The synthesis results report small slack time differences (0.92-0.95 ns) for the different architectures, where the adaptive routers give higher slack time. It seems that the area overhead of the tree-based multicast router prototype with the planar adaptive routing algorithm is higher than the other multicast routers. However, for the routers with the same West-First routing algorithm, our improved router (wf-v2) gives only about 4.3% area overhead over our previous wf-v1 router. Fig. 14 shows the circuit layout (logic cell placement and wire routing) of the tree-based multicast router with static XY routing algorithm that is made by using a CMOS standard-cell technology with block partitioning method. The components at each port presented in the floorplan of the chip layout are the FIFO queues/buffers (Q), the multiplexer with ID management (MIM), the routing engine with single buffer (RE) and the arbiter unit (A). Each component is placed into the circuit area according to the port location of the mesh router. We can see in the figure that the multiplexer with ID management (MIM) components dominate the total area of the router. The arbiter (A) units occupy the smallest area of the overall circuit area.
Conclusion
In general, our proposed NoC prototypes with planar adaptive routing algorithm can give better performance using a certain test traffic scenario because of the higher bandwidth capacity of the NoC in double vertical links connecting NORTH and SOUTH ports. Nevertheless, this performance gain must be paid by logic area overhead to implement the mesh planar router architecture.
The tree-based multicast routing presented in this paper is a class of runtime distributed routing, in which routing decisions are made locally during application execution time (runtime) on every switch node based on the node destination address in the multiple header probes of the message packets. Hence, the technique to prevent the inefficient spanning tree problem will probably result in a suboptimal or near-optimal multicast spanning tree, but in certain cases, a global optimal spanning tree may be attained. When the static tree-based multicast routing is used, then the configured multicast spanning trees will always be the similar, although the order of the header probes is changed. When the adaptive routing algorithms are used, then the spanning tree that is formed independently at runtime by the header probes would be probably different if the order of the header probes is different. Further, the global optimal multicast spanning tree can be attained by finding an optimum ordering of the header probes. The optimum ordering is strongly dependent on the multicast traffic patterns. This scheme will require the compute of an optimum ordering algorithm before injecting multicast packets at source nodes. However, the supplement effort will lead to extra computational power and delay, due to the extra pre-processing at the source nodes. 
